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STABILITY/MOBILITY ETUDE 

I strongly suggest kinesthetically and kinetically empathizing while sitting in 
front of and watching this lava lamp. Pick up its timing, texture, shaping. Have 
fun with it. 

3 eggs 

Here is a passage from The Man Who Killed the Deer by Frank Waters 

“Hush, son! You are in the womb of Our Mother Earth. You will be here many, 
many months, a long, long time. You have entered a child. You will be reborn 
from here a man. Then you will know why it is you must stay. Let there be no 
more whimpering, no more questions, son…. You are in a womb: in it the eyes, 
the ears, the nose and babbling mouth do not function. The knowledge that will 
come to you is the intuitive truth of the spirit, the quiescent wisdom of the 
blood, transmitted through senses you do not use outside. The pulse of the earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_lQ2tMgLVM


throbs through these walls which inclose you; the embers there reflect the heat 
of its glowing heart; that little hole runs into the center of the world, into the 
lake of life itself. Remember you are in a womb, child...Listen, son. In your 
mother’s womb you were conceived... From an individual human womb you 
were born to an individual human life. It was necessary, it was good. For twelve 
years you have belonged to your lesser mother. Now you belong to your greater 
mother."

Mermaid in a huge lava lamp, (you have gills so no problem breathing.) 
Waves 
Towel  

Gathering/Expanding Flower Etude - I suggest watching it at half speed, without 
music and then practice gathering and expanding in and out of the chair several 
times and then walking around. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mhyoza_VfH8


RISING/FALLING PATTERN 

Sequence - Back of Skull to Palm of Hand 

Practice 

Practice your kinesthetic calligraphy on your own while sitting, (at a desk is 
good.) Do one side at a time, then sense the difference. Then do both sides at 
the same time.  

Do the same standing.  



Remember - give time for the ink to soak and bleed into the paper. Paint with a 
think, sensual quality. After you finish the stroke remember to give time for the 
ink to “evaporate inwards”, into your body. This will lessen any positioning or 
stiffening. 

Practice on your own, sitting down. Spiraling smoke up into the palm. 


